1978 Porsche 911 "Turbo" - 930 Turbo 3.3L
930 Turbo 3.3L

Lot sold

USD 94 240 - 141 360
EUR 80 000 - 120 000 (listed)

Year of manufacture
Drivetrain

1978

Drive
Condition

LHD
Used

Location

2wd

Lot number

82

Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

Brown

Car type

Coupé

Description
French title
Chassis No 9308700091
Engine No 6780100
- Very rare 1st hand delivered new in France
- Nice well-preserved condition
- Original engine, gearbox and colour
- No reserve
With its striking wing extensions and huge rear spoiler, the first Porsche 930 (also known as the 1975
Porsche 911 Turbo) was impressive. With the 3.3 litre and 300 hp version, the car went from 0 to 100
km/h in 5.4s! Sold new on 15 December 1977 by the Sonauto network of Sorgues in the Vaucluse,
this 930 is exceptional in many ways. First and foremost, it has only known one owner to date, an
experienced driver who took part in the 24 Hours of Le Mans with Hervé Poulain, on his 935 in 1980
and who has always taken good care of his car. He has now decided to part with it for a newer car.
With a total of only 100,100 km on the clock, it has regularly been maintained and notably quite
recently by the Payraud garage in Verfeil.
Strictly in its original configuration apart from its air conditioning compressor, it has gorgeous and
rare livery combining a brown exterior colour with a biscuit-coloured leather upholstery and matching
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carpets. Typical of 911 cars of this generation, its long additional spans gives the car an even sportier
character. An appraisal carried out in 2015 confirms that this 930 is in sound well-preserved
condition. In addition to the user instruction manual and the service logbook, it has the original car
radio, jack, toolkit, compressor and duplicate keys and a tripmaster with mount. The four tires have
just been replaced. With its unique pedigree, this car brings together all the criteria sought by
enthusiasts of this make. French vehicle, still 1st hand and particularly well maintained, this iconic
automobile is an opportunity not to be missed, it will offer you unique joys that only the blast of the
turbo can provide.
For more information and photos: https://www.artcurial.com/fr/lot-1978-porsche-930-turbo-33-l-noreserve-3980-82
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